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SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Stan Roy, ms.12071 ChevaIIum Road.
Palmwoods 4555 phone 071- 459185
-

A PROFESSIONAL HANG GLIDING BUSINESS OFFERING A COMPLETE RANGE OF SERVICES
. LEARNER SCHOOL· REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES· A COMPLETE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES·
TRADE·IN GOOD USED GLIDERS ON NEW, ALL BRANDS.

BACK-UP PARACHUTES
sUfJCoAsT Llghtl-lelght Thin Pack. Developed through a series of actual Han g Gl ider
Deployrlents using various systems. Uses Urwarrl Pull Han dle "lith velcro and pin, and
Parachutes Australia's excellent AUSTRALIAN r·IADE Canopy. Very liCJht pull required for
easy de ployment with either hand in difficult sitlla t i ons.
In Stock
Trade-ins on 24ft Windhaven available.

. ..... $320.00

VARIOS HUMMINGBIRD
D Model wlth AdJustahle Sink Alarm

• ..... $170.00

COLVER
New 5XC Model, Lightl-leight, Streamlined with *Superb Sensitivity* Auc1io 2 way Switch,
Up - Down, Up only *Dual Range* Complete Control, Two Internal Battery Packs (nenli~ht)
with 2-way Switch.

. ..••. $220.00

HELMETS
Have some REAL Protection with a Helmet with 15~ Styrene Shock Absorbing Foam, plus
Comfort foam, Cut away Ear Clearance, Pass USA DOT Z90 LEAF large and MediUM, Black and
\~hite only.
(Aust. Distributor)
WINDHAVEN Small and t~edium White, Orge (Aust Distributor)

•..••• $ 40.00
...... $ 45.00

ALTIMETERS THOMMEN
20ft Increments
Wrist Strap
3 I~eedl e Ai rcraft Type, Super Sensi tive

....•. $115.00
...... $ 7.00
.•.... $150.00

SUNCOAST HARNESSES
All models hlgh strength CORDURA cloth and high density close-cell foam, seatbelt and
1" parachute vlebbing, thick wide shoulder pads, 1" webbing buckle - adjusting kick bar
with stirrup.
-STD. LENGTH, Std. main suspension
STD. LENGTH , RUN THROUGH MAHIS
MIDI MODEL, Knee length apron
ADD ON COCOON BOOT - Midi
- Standarrl
ONE PIECE COCOON MODELS, Soft Form - with standard mains suspension
- with run-through mains suspension
BUCKLE-ADJUSTED leg straps or mains
(optional on all models)
GLIDER BAGS - Strong Shower Proof Coated Cordura Full Zipper
T SHIRTs - 5 colour prints, 2 Designs, Suncoast Hang Gliders, Hang Gliding A Natural High, Contrast Trim V neck anrl Ladies
PAGEN BOOKS CARABINERS - Lock
- Pl ai n
HANG LOOPS VELCRO GLIDER TIES, NUTS BOLTS, STICK ON SAIL TAPE, HALL AIRSPEED INDICATORS
(~h th Bracket)
LESSONS - Learner and Intermediate
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•••.•• $ 75.00
81).00
90.00
••••• • $ 30.00
...... $ 40.00
...... $100.00
..... • $110.00
.••••• $ 8.00
extra

•••••• $
••.••• $

•..... $ 50.00

posted
posted

....•• $ 9.50
...... $ 9.00
.....• $ 6.50
...... $ 5.50
...... $ 4.00
••.••• $ 20.00
•.•••• $ 6.00
extra
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COVER DRAWING:

Ray Firth

SKYSAILOR IS THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION
ADVERTISING RATES:
Full page: $40.00
Half page: $25.00
Quarter page: $15.00
Market place: free
*SkySailor accepts no responsibility for claims made
by adverti sers.
*No endorsement is implied.
*Ads. from kite manufacturers must indicate whether
or not their kite meets USHGA certification standards.
*Kites for sale in the Market Place must indicate
a minimum suitable hang rating.

Editor: Olga White
Editorial Assistance:

Marsha Leeman, Dennis White

SkySailor is provided as a service to members.
Non-members can subscribe to SkySailor for $10.00
per annum. Subscriptions should be sent to TAHGA.
~SSN

0313-363X

Deadline for contributions: the 1st of the month

IMPORTANT ADDRESSES
Send your change of address notice, your contributions
to SkySailor, your queries about insurance, the
pilot handbook and other national matters and your
membership renewal to:
T.A.H.G.A,
Box 4 Holme Building,
Sydney University, 2006.
Secretary's
Phone: (02) 692 '2872 wk., (042) 942 545 hm.
For information about new memberships, ratings or
local sites write to the appropriate State A~sociation.
A.C.T.H.G.A.,
P.O. Box 496,
Manuka, 2603.
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NATIONALS
By The Flying Nosepick
The longest flight of the day went to Rod
White (N.S.W.) who had drawn Steve Moyes.
Steve was higher when Rod finally had to
chicken out and fly toward the Burrs. Rod
was 400 ft above Rollinsons when he flew
into a thermal.
"Coorabel:", he thought,
as he screwed into his last chance.
He
began to climb through Moyes, who responded
by r ee fing the bar in and heading for the
lift.
But as they say in the proverbial
"Wingnutz", this bubble had no staircase
to it and Steve was destined for the Burrs.
Rod celebrated his win with some victory
wingovers.

With co-operative weather, friendly and
com petent pilots and only two (paid) officials, the 1981 Australian Championships were
an unqualified and welcome success:
42
pilots flew 9 rounds in 6 days to select a
new Australian Champion.
Competition was
fierce but there were no protests, complaints
or reflights.
In fact, the majority of
pilots spent their time praising the meet .
(But more about that later.)
The competition format was Plan "C" for
"simple".
A random draw matched pilots
with equal numbers of accumulated wins and
losses so the better you went, the more difficult it became to keep your position in the
standings.
And at the end ties were separated by a (controversial) "countback"
system which gave a relative measure of how
difficult your contest had been by counting
the total number of wins your opponents had
accumulated.

Larry (Loops) Jones of S.A. drew Rick Duncan
(N.S.W.) in another long heat.
Larry lost
but looked pretty stoked to me.
The diminutive South Australian was having his first
soarable flight at Buffalo and made Rick
"Loops" managed to
work for his victory.
draw every Duncan during the contest and by
Round 6 had flown Rick, Shane and then
Russell twice.
The final score was 2-all.
"This isn't the Nationals, this is Loops vs
the Duncans", he said.

THE CONTEST
DAY

Sunday, 15th February.

Round

DAY II

At 9.00 a.m., 42 bright-eyed competitors arrived at Buffalo takeoff to find sunny
skies.
Since it was too early to soar, a
task called "Sinkrate to the Burrs" was
called. (The Burrs is the landing area at
Rollinsons orchard 3,100 ft and a 3 : 1 glide
from takeoff.)
Even this early it wasn't a
sled ride since some buoyant air resided
over the exposed granite rocks of the mountain - enough to make a difference if worked
intelligently so that it was a valid test
of tactics, glider performance and pilot
skill.
Even so, most heats were very close.
Typically, 10 seconds would separate contestants.
Spirits were high as was excitement.
We were away and flying:

Monday, 16th.

Round 3
Just like day 1, the weather was blue
and inverted.
An identical sinkrate task
to Sunday's was run off before lunchtime with
the same heartbreaks and triumphs allover
again in the stable, but deceptive air.
Round 4
Instability greeted the pilots on
arriving back at takeoff .
In the improved conditions, Stuart Kenworthy recorded
the day's best height gain in his afternoon
fl i ght to Harri etvi 11 e (27 km).
Stu worked
hard and long - and after landing, hid his
glider under a tree hoping his slower opponent Bernie Beer wouldn't see it and might
land short.
However vice hasn't ruined
Bernie's eyes.
He's a great scratch pilot
and managed to land past Stu by 200 m.
Stuart flew further than all but a handful
of the field, only to zero out for the round
by 200 lousy metres.
That's life in the
big city:

Round 2 (That sinking feeling again:)
The afternoon round offered only marginally soarable weather.
The thermals
there were, were beating their heads against
an inversion at mountain height, keeping
everyone in a shallow pond.
It got a bit
congested at times, but the weather was
perfect for the task - "Unlimited Duration
to the Burrs".
There were some spectacular
dogfights; for example:

There was more great flying in the
Mathewson/Woodward heat.
Glenn was first
off and went right to sniff out the rockpile on the point of the mountain.
There
was a strong core there and he soared
straight up to the inversion and well above
Phil.
Realizing it was pointless to hang
around, he left and without any real help
along the way landed at the Bright Primary
School (13 km).
He was mobbed by every
kid in the place . . Quickly mobilizing his
little army he broke his glider down and
waited.

Bernie Beer and Rob DeGroot flew for over an
hour on the rocks.
Bernie couldn't get
above Rob. and almost gave up 2 or 3 times as
he sunk lower.
Then the lanky Victorian
got a pop over Mackies Lookout, a tight bend
in the road halfway up the mountain.
He
worked it then drew Rob out along the northern spine of the valley.
Rob got more sink
on the way out and lost the tactical advantage.
He hung on hard but was finally forced
to land.
Bernie spiralled down happy,
after an intense hour and a quarter.
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The expatriot Scotsman was meanwhile
grovelling 500 ft below takeoff in a down
cycle, but eventually he scratched his way
back up and was on his way.
He passed
Bright comfortably and landed at Harrietville anxiously asking where Woodward was.

DAY V Thursday, 19th.
Round 7 "The Speed Run"
A southerly change moved the competition to Buckland Gap.
This site is dynamite
It offers better XC potential than Buffalo.
Although much smaller at 1000 ft. it is away
from the valley winds which plague progress
at Buffalo.
It faces the unstable southerlies and is eminently ridge soarab1e so yo
can wait till a thermal blows through. Once
up you can cloud-hop with a tailwind and
there are plentiful landing options.

Rick Duncan landed in a tobacco field at
Smoko to beat Steve Moyes who had landed at
the base of the Towonga Gap.
Steve Gilmore
(Qld.) looked in good form, landing at Harrietville as di d John Reynoldson (Vic.) in
his EF5.
Reyno was turning a lot of heads
with both the Rerformance of the homebuilt
craft and his thermal skills.

Because of the delay due to swapping
venues we held only one round in marginally
soarable conditions.
Every pilot was to
fly one-on-one around an 8 km course as
shown below:-

The best flight of the day went to Rob
DeGroot who landed late (6 p.m.) in the last
paddock of the blind Harrietville valley to
beat Harry (Hedgehog) Unger of Germany.

If the pylons were unattainable the
contest would be decided on duration.
If
both made the pylons it would be first
across the finish (with adjustments for
takeoff time difference).
If neither pilot
made the finish, then closest to the finish
would win.

Veteran evergreen Bob French also won
on this day.
When Bob took off, several
pairs were sinking to the Burrs. < Bob utilized 'Plan B' (fly straight) and glided
straight out from takeoff to the Buckland
Valley airfield for 6 km.
His opponent,
the luckless and more circle oriented (circling is Plan A) Phil Flentje of S.A., couldn't
get away from the mountain.
DAY III

The finish was a stand of tall eucalypts across a dirt road.
It led to some
close encounters with the trees at times
when guys stuffed the bar in and charged.

Tuesday, 17th.

The round had real spectator appeal.
John Reynoldson had an exciting flight in
his heat against Moysie.
He just beat
Steve by squeaking his 33 ft span rigid wing
through a 36 ft gap in the treeline .
It
wasn't to be Steve's contest.
This was his
third loss and cost him his chance for 1st
place.

Round 5 ("Not sink-rate again?" --"No-n-no!")
The Alto Cu shading the mountain and a
wind over the back postponed flying for the
morning.
In the afternoon, conditions became safe on takeoff but produced only short
distance XC hops.
Ron Foss (U.S.A.) proved
his ability by flying up the Wandillagong
Valley (16 km) for the best flight of the day
against Bob French. (Did Plan B backfire
that day, Bobbie?)
Phil Mathewson made the
Bright Primary School to beat Mike "Golly"
Robertson, a hot Pommie pilot. (Mike had
never seen Buffalo before.
He took one
look at the takeoff rock and exclaimed "Oh,
golly gosh!".
The name stuck.

Some of the really fast times for the
course included Rick Duncan (16m9s), John
Reynoldson (16:36), Ron Foss (16:44) and
Alan Daniel (16:46), but the guy who really
burned was big Stan Roy.
His wingloading
whipped him around the course in a very
fast 15:38.
Phil Mathewson beat Bernie
Beer to consolidate his lead.

John Reynoldson beat Bernie Beer and
joined Phil Mathewson as the only undefeated pilots.

Bob French got his own back just before
takeoff when Bill Moyes chastened him abOut
the condition of his Mega II.

DAY IV

"You haven't been looking after your
glider, Bobby.
Just look at all the holes
in your sail."

Wednesday, 18th.

Round 6 Light lift and easy retrieves
A single open distance round was called.
but the mountain wasn't working.
What
little lift available was over the southern
spine and the Buck1anp Valley.
There were
many unsatisfying sled rides.
Bernie Beer
again climbed out from very low to beat the
skillful DeGroot.
Reyno lost to Phil, so
after 6 rounds the contest had a 1eader~

"What!" Bob icily snapped. "That's the
way it came down from the factory.
I
reckon you've had it out on the dunes, Bill.'
Touche, Bob!
The Ground School
Bill took Peter Greenhill aside while
we waited for the wind and gave him a crash
course in downtube takeoffs.
Pete's only
a small bloke and had been taking off in
his Maxi with both hands on the base bar,
much to the consternation of all and sundry.
Thanks, Pete for learning how to do it so
quickly.
Thanks, Bill for caring.
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their colours by crossing the Towonga Gap
into the Kiewa Valley.
The Gap is me an and
scary.
It starts past Bright an~ rises
slowly as a series of timbered steps.
A
swathe cut through the trees to accommodate
The
a megavolt powerline marks the way.
Gap requires skill, intuition and guts.

Nationals Cont.
A novice ACT pilot, C. Skeates had his
first launch later during the freeflying in
the evening.
His glider was ingenious and
unique.
Amazing - it was a flying 'roo
bar with optional inertia reel to protect
the pilot from nose-ins.
The easy landing
on top and silk smooth air kept pilots
flying till dusk.
DAY VI

The two best XC duels of the meet happened this day.
Bruce Jackson (Vic . ) was the
first to reach the top of Towonga and had to
decide whether to playa waiting game for
better Cu's or carryon.
He carried on, but
landed and lost to Brian Rushton, who patiently worked his way onto and up the east
wall of the Kiewa Valley for a dogleg 65 km.
Rob DeGroot crossed to the East wall
finally losing it while his opponent Stev~
Gilmore continued on for the longest flight
of the contest.
This hot little pilot flew
85 km dogleg distance!

Friday, 20th .

Round 8 "Phil takes a dive!"
The morning duration round at Buffalo
was memorable, mainly because of the
Mathewson vs Foss clash.
The pair were
off late in the round when the mountain was
They flew left, over
becoming soarable.
the gorge and maintained over the steep
northern rockface.
It soon became obvious
that both would max the hour.

Steve Moyes had a weird day.
He drew
"Goll y" Robertson and took off ina down
cycle.
'Golly' employed Plan B and beat
Steve, who sank to the Burrs .
Moyes raced
up the mountain for a free flight and launched into better air.
He proceeded to
amaze watchers by following some wedgetailed
eagles over the top of Mt. Porepunkah.
And
without instruments!
Nobody needs reminding that Steve Moyes can fly.

The rule for the sink rate task was
t~at if it got soarable, the pilot landing
f1rst, but over the hour would win.
This
favoured the American who had taken off 15
seconds before the wily Scot.
The onus was
on Phil to decide when to leave.
Ron had
to land at the same time as Phil.
To win,
Phil needed a good watch and a cool head.
Everyone else was under the single tree
in the Burrs watching when they appeared
2000 ft overhead.
Mathewson reefs the bar
in and rolls his Mega III over.
Foss responds with a vertiginous spiral dive, his
Mega II roaring like a freight train. For
the spectators it was spellbinding stuff.
AAHHHGGHHAA!
Mathewson rolls out and lines
up at 20 ft to make a perfect landing . Foss
lands 2 seconds later floating gently across
the paddock still looking at his watch. The
crowd erupts in prolonged spontaneous
applause.
We find out later that Foss
has won it with the appropriate time of 1
hour 1 second!
For the first time, Phil
was on the slide and the contest was wide
open again.

Phil Mathewson and Ron Foss launched
into poor air.
In something of an anticlimax, Phil watched Ron land in the Buckland Valley.
Phil glided overhead toward
Porepunkah hill and as it turned out to
the title of Aussie champion.
DAY VII

Saturday, 21st.

The damp, overcast weather and thunderstorm activity made competition impossible
so at midday the contest was called.
Bob'
Frenc~'s Plan 'P' was activated - pack up,
and P1SS off to the Pub.
The Awards
The Awards ceremony was held that evening at the Dennis van park.
The Dennis'
had provided a sumptuous BBQ, complete with
~cones and fruit salad at a tiny cost and
1t wa s well received.

Shortly after the pair landed we heard
the roar of an Army Caribou flying over the
mountain at, would you believe, takeoff
altitude.
Had the plane appeared 10 minutes earlier it would have been bye, bye,
Tartan American pie.
We had a Notam for
a +10,000 ft asl for 50 km clearance . Shame
on you, meathead.
I hope the D.O.T. finds
you and roasts you .

Ian Jarman received a plaque for 4th
place .
He wished us all well and invited
us to visit Judi, Rob and himself at Cloudbase.
. Good luck, Ian.
I hope your Sydney
school 1S the success it deserves to be.

Round 9 THE BIG ONE
We WOUDd our way back up the mountain
f or the XC rour.d and to the best flying of
t he cont~st.
The northerly wind forced
e veryone to fly toward Bright .
Clouds wer e
pe riodically shadowing the mountain and
t hings occasionally got sinky.

Steve Gilmore was on overdrive the
e ntire week and thrived on the competition.
He t hanked Steve and Bill Moyes for the
glider, and received a plaque for 3rd and
a carton of beer from th e Dennis' for the
longest flight.
How long did i t last,
Stef?
Didya get any help from the Boys?

How do I start?
Rob (Rabbit) Davis of
S .A., Col Barry and Bernie Beer (Vic.), Hank
Numeyer and Rick Martin both of N.S.W. showed

Ron Foss was ·second.
He announced
his intention to give his trophy to the
parents of his late friend Paul Van Hof.
Ron, you are welcome back in the antipodes
anytime!
'
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Then Ph i 1, who had had the Mi das Touch
all week, swaggered up to thank everyone.
He spluttered something vaguely encouraging about the standard of Oz pilots, then
proceeded to grab his guitar and joined
Bob French (banjo).
The party burst into
life.
Great stuff from the Flying Scotsman.

Pilot and Placing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Phil Mathewson
Ron Foss
Stevie "Stanwell" Gilmore
Ian Jarman
John "Wings Whipstall"
Reynoldson
6. Rick Duncan
7 Bernie Beer
8 . Rod White
) tie
9.(Rob DeGroot
for
10.(Mike "Golly" Robertson ) 9th
11 . Alan Daniel
12. Glen Woodward
13. Hank Numeyer
14. Dennis Cummings
l5.(Steve Moyes )tie for 15th
16.(Harry Unger )
17. Larry "Loops" Jones
18. Rob "Rabbit" Davis
tie
19.(Paul"Nosepick"Cleland)for
20 . (Brian Rushton
)19th
21. Peter Greenhill
22. Steve Powter (Capt.)
23. Steve Ruffels
24. Stu Kenworthy
25 . (Ian O'Neill
tie
26.(Bruce Jackson
for
27.(Shane Duncan
25th
28. Craig Worth
29. Paul Mollison
30.(Wes Hill
tie for
31. (Russell Duncan
30th
32. Dennis Gilbert (Capt.)
33. Bob French (Capt.)
34. Col Barry
35. Bap Romano (Capt.)
36. Phil Flentje
37. Rick Martin
38. Russell Brierley
39. Royston Brierley
40. Stan Roy
41. Max Stenham
42. Dave Wearing-Smith

There were votes of thanks to Brian
Gane, the Meet Director and the V.H.G.A.
for running the contest.
(Incidentally, personal thanks from me
to Steve Powter, Russell Brierley (W.A.) and
Dennis Cummings.)
NEXT YEAR?
How do we do it better in '82?
More
rounds would be a start.
12 rounds in a
field of 40 would be perfect .
I think the
Buckland Gap task needs more thought and
refinement .
Also the selection system
needs reform.
Old. winning the team trophy
was a farce.
Some excellent pilots got to
fly, but some who wanted the chance didn't
qualify.
Much more care and attention is
needed in next year's selection of competitors.
'Nuff said.
It would be nice to attract more international fliers.
For that we need some sort
of circuit with real money .
We need promotion, sponsors, tasks that spectators can
relate to -- in short, organisation . Unfortunately the world sees us as a novelty.
There are just not enough people interested
in self launched flight.
Despite all this, change is in the air.
There's talk of the mountain being the permanent venue for the Nationals.
There's
talk of Australia hosting the 1983 or '85
World Championships there.
ever.

The early Buffalo Daze are gone forSuch is progress.
Paul Cleland
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State

Gl i der
Flown

Old
USA
Old
NSW

Mega
Mega
Mega
Mega

III
II
III
III

Vic
NSW
Vic
NSW
Old
Eng
NSW
NSW
NSW
ACT
NSW
Germ
SA
SA
SA
NSW
Vic
NSW
Vic
Old
Vic
Vic
NSW
NSW
NSW
Vic
NSW
WA
Vic
Vic
Ol ·d
SA
NSW
WA
WA
Old
ACT
SA

Mega III
Mega II
Mega II
Mega III
Wedgetail160
Phantom
Mega Major
Mega II
Phantom
Mega I II
Mega III
Sensor
Mega III
Bandit
Mega III
Maxi
Phantom
Mega II
Bandit
Mega II
Jabbawocky
Mega I II
Mega III
Mega II
Mega II
Mega II
Me g a I I
Me g a I I
Mega II
Mega III
Antares
Phantom
Mega III
Mega II
Mega II
Wedgeta i 1
Bandit
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Flying Sites
Portsea:
Do Not Fly Into The Army Base.
In
case this warning isn't enough, there's a
big sign, easily visible as you fly past
London Bridge, thoughtfully tilted upwards
for your convenience, telling you the same
thing in somewhat stronger words.
If you
disobey, it will only make it harder for
us to try to negotiate some concession.
Thanx!

VHGA NEWS,
VIEWS

a

STUFF

Spion Kop:
The State Electricity Commission is
very 'concerned about us fl yi ng nea r the
power lines both on top and at Maggs Creek.
Why not land down past the lifesaving club
and keep out front of takeoff when you fly.
Huh?
Mt. Buffalo :
We've c spoken to the Rangers and hopefully they'll be instituting rating and
membership checks at the toll station at
the bottom of the mountain.
You'll have
to show your card with a current H4 or H5
to be allowed up the mountain with a glider
on the roof.
Otherwise you'll have to
leave it at the bottom.

Interstate readers can s i gh in contentment.
From now on Victoria will be a regular contributor (articles permitting) to
Skysailor.
The reason the VHGA hasn't featured
heavily in Skysailor is that we have a heavy
investment in plant .. . dupl icator, paper,
envelopes and stencil cutter, and have been
using same to produce an independent fll~ up till now.
Flypaaer will not be
scrapped.
It will be use mainly as the
Committee's quick newsletter.
Any fly-in
announcements, local advertisements, accident reports and competition results, etc.
will be published, but we'll be sending on
all other contributions to Skysailor for
sole publication.

Anyway, that's all folks!
John
(Great Stuff !
Welcome to Skysailor VHGA
(and John).
The lazy Editor of Skysailor
will now have more articles to print. We've
always been jealous of Wings Whipstall.
We've never had anything quite like it!
Editor.}

Help us keep our end up and keep those
articles coming.

ADDENDUM TO VHGA SECTION OF SKYSAILOR

Why the change in policy?
Well, I'm
a new Editor and I'm lazy.
It's less work
for me to send it in to skfsailor ... plus
there's been a lot of need ess duplication
of material at times.
Now yoU will have
to suffer Wings Whipstall only once.

Dear VHGA members:
Due to the perverse schedules of Aussie
Post the material destined for February Skysailor didn't arrive till a week after the
deadline despite being sent certified mail!
However, none of the news is out of date.
And now we've got some more.

News?
Well. the meet director for the Nationals will be the famous Brian Gane. The
date and venue are unchanged.

*

*

*

Mt. Buffalo ... The Nationals
We congratulate the Victorian Team on
their performance .
Almost everyone at the
Nationals agreed that it was the most successful and enjoyable championship ever held
in Australia.
In fact, many said they
wished that next year's Nationals might be
held at Buffalo again.

* *

We also mourn the death of Kevin
Peterson in a towing accident at Lake Eppaloch.
He was well known in Southern Hang
Gliding Club circles.

* *

*

* *

Of 7 days, 6 were flown.
On 3 of
those days, 2 rounds were held from Mt.
Buffalo.
One day was flown from Buckland
Gap.
On the other two days open distance
rounds were flown from Buffalo.

Rumour has it that the Tourist authorities in North Eastern Victoria want us to
host the World Championships at Mt. Buffalo
and are considering coming to the party to
the tune of some tens of thousands of dollars.
The Committee is investigating.
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Special thanks must go to the Dennis
Caravan Park who put on two of the most
spectacular BBQ turns in hang gliding
history.

Also due for thanks are Brian and Russ,
our erstwhile meet officials, who bullied,
coerced and cajoled pilots into punctuality,
allowed the teams to decide the tasks,
wielded stopwatches with (some) skill and
kept both their tempers and patience!

RESULTS OF·THE VICTORIAN HANG-GLIDING
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Class 1
l.

Nationals 'T' Shirts

2.
3.
4.

The illustration (opposite) will be
printed on a T shirt to commemorate the
Nationals if enough interest is shown.

5.

Please send orders to 'Nationals T
The pri ce wi 11 depend on
sh i rt offer'.
quantity ordered, and we'll publish it in .
.the next Skysailor.

Wesley Hill/lan O'Neil
Colin Barry
Mike Cockburn
Bernie Beer
Harry Summons

Mega I I (both)
Mega I I
Bandit
Mega II
Skydart I I

Class 2
l.

2.
3.

(Editor will have 2, please: one for me
and one for him!
There have to be some
perks to this job - even if it's only
ordering your T shirts in a new and unusual way!
Editor.)

John Reynoldson
John McCarthy
Alan Mayhew

EF5
EF5
EF6

THE VICTORIAN TEAM FOR THE NATIONALS
As selected by competition record at
both the State titles and Mt. Buffalo, the
team i s as follows:

Nationals Report
The flying Nosepick is presently deploying his journalistic talents(?) and a
blow-by-blow report on the Nationals will no
doubt be published in Skysailor soon.

Bob french
Bernie Beer
Colin Barry
John Reynoldson
Ian O'Neil
Stephen Ruffel s
Bruce Jackson
Wesley Hill

See yet up!

(Team Captain)

(Team Mascll )

... ...

ONE ON ONE

~
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ACCIDENT REPORT
ACCIDENT REPORT - LAKE EPPALOCK
DATE :

20 January, 1981.

TIME:

Afternoon.

PILOT:

Kevin Peterson
(Essendon, Victoria)

RATING:

Hang IV

FLYING
EXPERIENcE:

5 years

SITE :

Lake Eppalock (Victoria)

DESCR I PTION:

Inland lake (towing),
Landing area on shore of
lake.

WIND SPEED:

15-20 knots

TEMPERATURE:

28 0 C

VISIBILITY:

Very good

GLI DER:

Moyes Maxi Mk II I, wi th
normal Moyes Towing Aframe

GLIDER DAMAGE:

None

No helmet worn

PILOT INJURIES:

Extensive head lnJuries.
Accident fatal.

DESCRIPTION OF
ACCIDENT:

WITNESSES:

APPARENT OR
PROBABLE CAUSE:

Boomerang (Pacific Palms)

Glider:

Maxi Mk.III, 18 months old.

Injuries:

Facial lacerations, some teeth
missing, knee lacerations.
Shock.

Hang 3, 18 months experience.
Rounded sand dune, low scrub,
grassy.

Events:
Pilot attempting to top land failed to
stop kite and took off again.
A bump under
one wing turned the pilot into the rotor
area.
The kite was pushed into a steep
downwind dive.
Apparent Cause:
Pilot error in top landing.
The pilot
did not allow the kite to face into the wind
to reduce ground speed.
The pilot had top
landed in lighter conditions before this
attempt.
When flying off again the pilot had to
fly near the stall speed of his glider to
avoid obstacles (large cactus).
This
allowed no margin for flying through turbulence close to the ground.
Remember when
landing and taking off speed is of great
importance:

FLYING POSITION: Prone
HELMET:

Site:
Pi lot
Details:
Site
Details:

skysoaring industries
P.O. Box 103, Thirroul 2515.

Normal towed take-off,
followed by a lockout
towards shore.
Pilot
released, then struck a
tree on the shoreline
while trying to regain
control.

phone Steve Kennard
(042) 67 1794

Constable Ge~ffrey Kedge
(Observer on boat)
Christopher Higgin
Paul Peterson
(Boat driver, younger
brother)

VARIOMETERS ... ............... .. ...... ... $170.00
Hummingbird 0 Varios
HELMETS ...................... . .......... $ 54.00
GPA moulded helmets
5 sizes
White, blue and orange

The boat driver did not
have any previous towing
experience.
There was
no quick release on the
boat.
The boat was towing up too close to the
shoreline.
No helmet was
worn by the pilot.
The
lockout occurred in gusty
wind conditions, making
it more difficult to regain control of the kite.

ALTIMETERS .............................. $115 .00
Thommen 2000-26 altimeters
Wrist strap ........... . .... . .......... $7.00
WIND METERS . .... . .... ... ............... . $ 25.00
HALL windmeters with brackets
PARACHUTES .......... ... ......... .. .. .. .. $380.00
Advanced Air Sports,
Kevlar lines with 20 lines,
20 ft. canopy, . 1 oz. cloth,
Weighs 4 lbs . and is super compact

Report compiled by Dave Harding
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According to witnesses on the gorge
lookout, the pilot managed to hang on to
the bottom of the A-frame for a short time
before falling free from the kite.
The
glider finished up approximately 200 feet
below the take-off, caught in a tree, with
the pilot a few feet below.
He was dead
by the time rock climbers managed to reach
him ten to fifteen minutes later.

ACCIDENT REPORT - MT. BUFFALO
DATE :

1 January, 1981.

TIME:

4.00 p.m.

PILOT:

Stephen Cross

SITE:

Mt. Buffalo (Victoria)

SITE RATING:

Hang IV

HEIGHT:

4,150 feet ASL

NEAREST TOWN:

Porepunka

DIRECTION OF
FACE FLOWN:

North

TAKE OFF:

Large sloping rocky outcrop, with vertical drop.

CRASH AREA:

200 feet below take off.
An almost verticaJ slope
with rocks and a number of
trees.

APPARENT OR
PROBABLE CAUSE:
The pilot was not a current financial
member of T.A.H.G.A.
In his haste to
take off, he either completely forgot to
hook in, or he may have accidently hooked
into one of his kite ties that were attached around the top of his A-frame.
The
kite tie being only material would have
broken as soon as any weight was applied to
it during the take-off run.
Report compiled by Fred Butcher

Shock Absorbers

WIND DIRECTION:

NNW, anabatic

Dear Editor,

WIND SPEED:

2-4 knots

GUST COMPONENT:

2 knots

GLIDER:

Moyes Maxi Mk I

I am writing in the hope that you could
put me in touch with someone interested in
working on safety - specifically shock absorbers - for hang gliders and closely related ultra-lights.

GLIDER DAMAGE:

None

HARNESS:

Moyes summer harness .

HARNESS DAMAGE:

None

The reason for this is that, as a
spectator, I have noticed the frequency of
hard landings, notices of death and bad
injuries, and in cases where there was no
real injury, severe damage to gliders.

FLYING POSITION: Prone
WITNESSES:

In this regard, I have wondered why
(to my limited knowledge) no one seems to
have revived Otto Lilienthal's shock absorber. (You will remember that it saved
his life in 1895 from a 65 feet vertical
dive into a field, and that he was killed in
a fall when he didn't have the shock absorber incorporated.)

Norm Hearn
Fred Butcher

DESCRIPTION OF
ACCIDENT:
At approximately 4.00 p.m., just after
one pilot had taken off, I was walking up
the take off rock face to where another
pilot, Stephen Cross, was hurriedly carrying his kite to the launch.
As he only
had an assistant carrying his left wing
tip I grabbed his right hand bottom flying
wire to assist him the few steps to the
take off point.
At this stage I said to
him, "Have you fl own here before?"
To
which he replied, "only about thirty times".
He then picked up his kite and prepared to
launch, so I stepped back out of his way.

The new thing about such a device is
that modern technology, using plastic and
carbon fibres, could provide an even better
and perhaps lighter absorber than uncle
Otto's.
It could have a very simple form, and
attached to the leading edge and/or A frame
would add very little weight and resistance.
As it is a matter for the movement,
rather than one individual, to work on, I
would appreciate it if you could put me in
touch with the group concerned.

At this point I assumed he had hooked
in as I thought I had seen his harness
straps above his head, however I cannot "be
certain.
He then proceeded to make a
slow but controlled take off.
As the kite
left the edge it luffed and entered a
vertical dive, only a few out from the
rock face.

Yours sincerely,
Steve Cooper
(Ashfield, N.S.W . )
(Anyone interested in working on such an
idea should contact the Editor.)
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HANG GLIDING
ACCESSORIES

HGAWA

D.O.T. approved (No. 2235) Parachute harness
and canopy manufacturers

The Back-up Chute
complete $320.00

NOTICE OF INTENTION
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 1981

Deluxe Prone Harness

The Hang Glider s As sociation of Weste rn
Australia Inc. Executive Committee her eby
notifies all members that the 19 81 Annual
General Meeting shall be held on : -

$79.00
Stirrup $8.50

Monday the 30th of March at 8.00
p.m. at the Herdsman Hotel,
Herdsman Parade, Wembley.

Altimeter

PROXY VOTING

$78.00

If for some reason you cannot attend
the A. G.M. you may, if you wish t o, ta ke
advantage of Pro xy Voting by filling ou t
the slip below and returning it to t he
Secretary, P.O. Box 84, Doubleview, W.A.
6018 .

Hummingbird Vario
$171.00

PROXY VOTE:

Summer Harness

I ........... . .. . . ... .. .. .. . .. do he r eb y

$81 .00

nomi na te .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. ..... .... ... .. .
to cast my Proxy Vote at t he A. G. M. of t he
Hang Gliders Associat i on of Western Au s tralia Inc .
Signed: . .. . . ...... . . . . . .

Date~

C&D H/G Helmet
$46.00

. . . ........ .

Kite Bag

skysailor back is sues

$52.00

IF you misse d ou t on some of y our Skysailors
because · yo ur c ha nged add r ess or just joine d
up lat e • • •

*If it's not listed ask us.

AND. you wa n t a comp l e t e 1980 set of your
maga zine •••
THEN don' t des pair because you can buy
back iss ues fo r the amazing price of

50¢

per issue,
including postage

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAm:

SEND yo ur order and you r money to
TAHGA,
Box 4 Holme Building,
Sydney Uni versity , 2006 .

68 WENTWORTH AVE. , SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211-5555
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INSTRUMENTS

VEE DHUB
OK.
turned back for the 5 mile flight
to T.O. and found that the densifier was
bac k to 30 and constant.
I flew on for a
mile in t he smooth air before deciding to
go ba c k to the edge of the ~ace to see if
the de nsifier would repeat lts performance.

The take-off was not that awe inspiring ,
but "Bull" had no idea what was in store for
him less than an hour after his feet left the
ground on what was only going to be a short
flight to check out his new instruments.
Having arrived at the site early on
Monday morning "Bull" set up his new Megre.
He was just getting used to the kite,
'though he was still having trouble with
his reciprocating air pockets (RAPS). The
theory behind these had to be fully understood before one used them, as they slowed
the kite to one tenth of its normal flying
speed.
Going from 100 knots to 10 knots
in 4 seconds was akin to hitting a brick
wall whilst looking the other way .
The
special G suit helped cushion the blow but
it still took some getting used to.
Of
course, the exhilaration of going from 10
knots to 100 knots in less than 10 seconds
was more than enough compensation.

As I approached the end of the face I
again checked all the instruments.
All
OK, I increased to maximum RAPS on speed
(25 kno t s).
The densifier rose to 40 and
up and again I slowly started putting on
height.
I thought as long as I was gaining I might as well keep going so I pushed
on.
The air was delightfully smooth with
not even a hint of a thermal and yet I was
going up.
I flew on when suddenly about
5 miles from the ridge and at 1400 ASL the
densifier went ape .
It was reading 60 and
up and the altimeter started climbing
rapidly .
The air was still smooth so I
was not worried though the Vario had not
said anything.
I flew on and 10 miles
from the ridge I was now at 6000 ASL.
It
was almost time to take the RAPS off.
The
compass went through 90· - strange I hadn't
turned - it moved back and settled on 09S·
as before .

Wi th correct use of the RAPS " as they
were affectionately called, one could take
off on any hill, climb up to MSH (Maximum
Stack Height), then take off the RAPS and
really go places.
The Megre was proving far too good
against the likes of the Pundits and
Pledgelings, though these were considered
top of the range only 2 months ago.

The densifier dropped to 20 and down
when suddenly a lift on one wing - correction, and the vario starts talking - 200 up the first thermal of the day.
I hook in,
find the core only 300 up and slow down to
MFS.
The densifier is on 35 and up and I
am on my way.
I ride up to SOOO ASL and
feel the thermal topping out, the vario is
quiet but the densifier is again reading 60
and steady.
Which way do I go?
I head
East - wrong, the vario is down and densifier falling.
I go south - wrong.
I fly
around till I find 60 and up and then I
thought what if I just get the nose up as
high as I can.
I do this and incredibly
am going up and up.
At 15,000 ASL the
densifier is back to 40 and down but who
cares, I have just made a 7000 ft. height
gain in a full stall.
Time for the -RAPS
to come off.

Bull's feet left the ground at 9 : 10 am
but I leave him to tell the story as he saw
it.

"Leaving the RAPS on I climbed up to
1,000 ft. ASL, leaving the take off 400 ft.
below me.
At this stage all instruments
were behaving; with the ventimeter reading
12 knots, altimeter - 1000, compass - 09S·,
wind - 020, and densifier on 30 and constant.
All very nice and smooth, no clouds in the
air yet.
The hill was only 5 miles along the
face so I thought I might just traverse it
once or twice before I landed.
I wanted
to check out my new "densifier" against the
vario as I thought that using the two together I would be able to pinpoint frontal
conditions in thermals themselves.
It was
my belief that though the thermals were
topping at an average of SOOO ASL they w~re
setting up density curves (akin to waves)
and if you could find the curve you should
be able to reach double the height, but I
digress.

I took the RAPS off and whoosh I am
off 102 knots and heading 09S· again. The
ground changes slowly and I am flying over
vast fields of wheat .
Plenty of landing
space.
I feel the occasional bump as I get
down to 7000 ASL - must be the odd thermal but I am not stopping.

As I reached the edge of the face I
noticed that the densifier was showing 40
and up, a quick check of the instruments
showed nothing else had changed.
I tapped
it to see if it had stuck - no change wait, the altimeter is climbing - I slowed
down to MFS (Minimum Flying Speed), a touch
above 10 knots.
I was climbing very
slowly, perhaps 5 fpm but the vario was
not ,reading.
I tapped it but it seemed

At 1000 ASL I am about SOD AGL and
decide to put the RAPS on and look for a
landing spot.
As I pull on the RAPSbang - that brickwall again.
Oh shit, my
instruments have torn loose and I watch
them falling.
No trouble landing with the RAPS on
but its going to take another year to build
a new densifier."
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taken a lot more input to turn her.
My
third and final flight of the day (the wind
turned after this flight) I took from a much
higher take off point.
Firstly, when I
lifted the glider the weight completely
disappeared not only because of the stronger
wind conditions but I was now becoming used
to the feel of my gl ider.
I had to run
only ten feet and I was airborn.
I made
a nice smooth S turn ending my turn into
wind.
Now, I came face to face with
something I had not allowed for.
This
bird glides about three times the distance
for a given height than my other glider.
In front of me the sea was coming up fast.
I was too low to make another turn.
I
was left with only two choices: I could
land in the sea or I could flare and hope
that I would not climb and have a heavy
drop landing.
I flared .
My skybird
didn't climb.
She just came down like a
feather, a perfect landing in fact.
I
looked down at my feet: the water was just
six inches away from them.
It was a fluke,
I guess, but I must have been just at the
right speed for landing.
It was a short
but enjoyable day flying my new super
glider but to sum it up I'm glad I didn't
allow pride to stand in the way of my flying from the sandhills because had my first
flight been taken from my usual flying site
you would not perhaps be receiving this
letter.
Bi 11 Thorneywork S.A.

SuperGlider Experiences
I set my new super glider up on the
Maslins car park.
It took me some time
because in my rush to leave home I had left
behind the written instructions on how to
set up.
However. I· had already set the
glider up in my back yard the day after I
received it.
The yard looked very small
after I had erected the glider.
In a
large field the glider looks so small. The
first thing one notices with a super glider
is its weight.
The second thing that came
to my notice was the 'A' frame which is tall.
I'm short.
Most pilots carry their gliders
with the A frame sitting upon their neck and
shoulders.
My problem was the six inch gap
between my neck and the vee of the A frame.
For those other short pilots this is how I
overcame the problem.
I bought a length of
seat belt webbing.
At each end I attached
3 hook.
Each hook was hooked at the bottom
corner of the A frame, with the belt going
In this positover my shoulders and neck.
ion I was able to carry the weight of my new
skybird while my hands were free to hold
onto the uprights.
For the first attempt
at flying my super glider I went back to
the training site sandhills.
My first
fl i ght was just 1 ike 01 d times.
I pi cked
up the glider, turned into wind and ran like
hell, straight into the ground .
Glad to
say I still remembered how to dive through
the A frame.
For my second attempt I chose
a higher saridhill but this time I fitted my
new stall warning instrument on the glider,
I've had one stall and I never want another.
I lifted my skybird up, switched on the
stall alert and ran downhill like a rabbit.
When the stall alert stopped buzzing I
pushed the bar out and presto I was airborn.
I'm sti"ll not sure if the glider or myself
was in charge of the flight.
My arms and
legs seemed to be everywhere.
I felt just
like a puppet on a string.
The skybird
turned to port across wind and I was most
surprised to find how easily I was able to
turn her back into the wind.
Had I been
flying my intermediate glider it would have

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION INC.
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN STATE COMPETITIONS
When:

Easter '81, 17th April - 20th
April.

Where:

Lochiel area, Mt. Horrocks, Surra.

~:

One on one, cross country,
duration.

Rating:

Depending on site, H3 minimum.

~:

$10.00.

Interstate flyers welcome (not eligible for
State trophies).
Any enquiries, entry forms and fees to
S.A.H.G.A. Inc., P. O. Box 163, Goodwood,
5034.
Parachutes and altimeters required.
Rob Woodward,
Pres i dent.
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A number of Nassa members are looking
forward to participating in an advanced
hang gliding course to be held by Steve
Moyes in the near future, and can assu~e
Steve of a very warm welcome and an enJoyable stay .
The Nassa club has been raising funds by raffling meat trays at our
local hotel at the Nobby and at our meeting
place at the Royal Mail Goodna on the last
Monday of each month.

Queensland News

So far we have made in excess of $100.00
in 3 weeks so we hope to fund many more competitions and to purchase a para-gl~der f?r
the enjoyment of all club members, lncludlng
the women folk who already have tasted the
excitement of flying in a para glider at
Rainbow beach recently.

It is with deep regret I have the sad
task of announcing the death of Ian Cameron
on 21st February whilst winch towing at
Black's beach 15 klm North of Mackay.
On
behalf of the Qld. Hang Gliding Association
we extend our sincere sympathy to Ian's
family and friends.
I hope to have a full
report on the incident within a week and
will enclose same in the next edition.

Quite a considerable amount of support
is promised from members of the Nassa Club
to enable our club to be host to the South
East Qld. regional State Titles.
We can
assure every pilot that he or she will be
made to feel at home once in the company of
the Nassa Club.

Feedback about the South East Qld.
regional State Titles on 17th April, has
been enormous with entries being received
from quite a number of top pilots.
The
height clearances and the many other arrangements have been finalised and we are looking
forward to receiving many more entries with
their entry fee of $10.00, before the closing
date of 11th April.

Yours Secretary,
Nobby Area Sky Surfing Asso
Graham Pukallus
Redbank Plains.

The landing site on the far right at the
bottom of Mt. Tambourine is not to be used
for some time, as negotiations are in progress
with the property owner, to gain permission
for hang glider pilots to land there.
I
would also like to mention that any new or
interstate pilots visiting Tambourine should
contact myself on 2013453, Mike Lewis on
3512188 or Bap Romano on 2084402, to gain
permission and to find out the relevant information that is needed before attempting to
fl y Mt. Tambouri ne.
Your State Co-ordinator,
Qld. Hang Gliding Association

EUNGELLA - QUEENSLAND
Last month, my wife and ' I, with an
unaccustomed dash of serendipitous flair
(dictionary~), happened upon the Eungella
Chalet, high above the valley about an hour's
drive north-west of Mackay.
Apart from the
usual faciltiies, the Chalet has great panoramic views and a launch ramp for hang
gliding.
While the weather was inclement (and
you'd just put the dictionary away~), the
hospitality of our hosts, Ian and Rita
Coulson, coul d n't have been warmer.
Hang
gliding attracts patrons to the Chalet so
they seek to foster the sport in the area:
hence the ramp and also the offer to put
pilots up "out the back" for no charge.
Just what is meant by "out the back", I
don't know, but for nothing you could hardly
lose.

Graham Pukallus
Redbank Plains.

NOBBY NOTES

Eungella (pronounced Yung-Gilla) is a
native word meaning place of mist and cloud
(please, put away that book of Aboriginal
place names), so anyone thinking of travelling up that way could maybe give the Chalet
a ring first (tel. Dalrymple 9), as it
definitely does not work in the "wet" and
the leeches are murder.

The general flying at the Nobby has
declined somewhat in the past few weeks due
to adverse weather conditions, but we have
resorted to fl yi ng our 1 oca 1 coas ta 1 s i te.s
to keep up our flying time.
The winners
of the club's new cross country awards as
mentioned in the February Skysailor are as
follows.
The Silver award went to Scott
Tucker with 33 klm, Dave Oxley and Graham
Pukallus winning the bronze awards for two
13 klm trips.

Warwick Blair
(Wow~
And, they reckon I use big words.
My dictionary is still smoking. Editor.)
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LOGO COMPETITON ENTRIES RECEIVED TO DATE:
B A Winter

NS\~

Additional entries will be received until
31 March 1981

Lorraine Vachon NSW

......
0'>

Bi 11 Temby SA

Dennis White NSW

Gary Salmon NSW

Dennis White NSW

Lorraine Vachon

NSW

HGFA Logo Competition
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
the federal body which represents all facets of
hang gliding (both foot launched and towed) to the
H.G.F.A. is destined to
Australian Government.
become more prominent in the sport and we want a
logo that will symbolise hang gliding to those
who see it .

......
-...J

REQUIREMENTS
The logo will primarily be for letterheads and
the like but it should be possible to also use it
for car stickers, T-shirts, etc.
The logo should incorporate "Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia" or "H.G.F.A." as part of
the design.
Artwork must be "ready to print" quality .
PRIZE
A set of Dennis Pagen books (or other hang
gliding accessories to similar value) will be
awarded to the designer of the chosen logo.
CLOSING DATE
Designs should be submitted to:
T.A.H.G.A. ,
Box 4, Holme Bldg.,
Sydney University, 2006,
New South Wales.
Martyn Yeomans

NSW

no later than 31st March, 1981.

Ambulance

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Editor,
Following my recent accident and subsequent air ambulance trip to hospital my
physical and financial situation demands
that I sell some items of equipment. Please
would you therefore include the attached
advertisement in your marketplace segment.
Yours faithfully,
Martin Pearce, Victoria .
(Martin, your advertisement has been placed
in this month's Market Place .
I have taken
the liberty of printing your letter to
remind all members th~t joining an ambulance
fund could prove to be a very worthwhile
inve s tment.
A trip by air ambulance can be
very expensive as you have just shown, even
though we all hope that it will never happen
to us.
In any case, it is a very worthy
cause which is worthwhile supporting.
And,
who knows, you may just have to use it one
day:
Editor.)

EDITORIAL

Thanks for all the good wishes and contributions
folks. The response has been great! But don't
stop there - we're always on the look out for more
contributions, particularly photos and cartoons
to brighten up the magazine. We've also been a
little light on technical or serious articles.
It's not that we don't like the light hearted
articles - they're great. But we also like to
provide the members with some technical information
about hang gliding when we can. So, if you're
feeling technical, or serious, how about an
article on the finer points of flying S0 that we
don't have to reprint articles from other hang
gliding magazines. I've run out of seminars
to report on lately but if we don't get anything
else I may have to bore you all again with a
seminar report. That should be enough encouragement
for anyone!

Thorny

Reply

AN OPEN LETTER TO MR. BILL THORNEYWORK AND
SKYSAILOR READERS.
After reading your letter in last month's
issue of Skysailor (February), we had to
subject our husbands and a couple of friends
to your abusive, condescending and intelligence insulting article, in order to confirm
that what we were reading was a point of view
and not the mad ravings of a brain damaged
war veteran.
You show little consideration, let alone
understanding of women.
You seem 'out of
touch' with women and 1 ife in the 20th Century.
We guess that women from the war era,
including your mum and sister, would be
happy to run around after you armed with
thermos and sandwiches.
But, we are proud
to say that our husbands think more of us
than as mere extensions to the kitchen sink.

Your intrepid editor is off to the United States
for the month of May but I hope to organize most
of the May Skysailor before I go and most of the
June Skysailor when I get back. But, never fear
the dependable Marsha Leeman will be here to
make sure that Skysailor gets out. So keep
those contributions rolling in.
The hang gliding community will be host to a
very special event in April - and I don't mean
the NSW Titles. A report of this event will
appear in the May issue - you'll gave to wait
'till then to find out what it's all about. Best
wishes to those concerned. I hope it's not "on"
- otherwise we could have a major disaster on our
hands!

As for our organizational abilities, we
definitely agree, we are "most capable",
except we prefer to organize ourselves and
our leisure time - not games for 'big boys'.
Total subservience is not a prime ingredient for a "happier" marriage - that
type of attitude went out about the time of
the last ice-age.
The men we chose to marry
appreciate us as individuals not as appendages to their egos.
We contribute to their
lives as interesting human beings, who recognize their rights to be able to grow as well
as our own.
Your perspective of a woman's
role is not only ·out-dated and demeaning but
has been aptly illustrated by your own status
and the vote of no confidence women have
given you as a prospective mate.

Safe Soaring
Olga

Fund

~Jhite
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Sharing is one of the joys of marriage
but when it is as one-sided as you see it,
one partner must suffer the ultimate consequences - namely boredom and lack of fulfilment.
After spending many a wind swept day
on top of hills, helping set up kites, holding wires, and the general fetching and
carrying of equipment and refreshments; we
finally admitted to ourselves that we were
enduring a tedious and uninspiring task. So
we soon found our own enjoyment which brought
with it its own positive aspects and rewards.
Our husbands appreciate and respect us for
'doing our own thing' and vice versa.

If reasons such as these are held to
justify the closing of sites for competition s , then competitors become an
elite minority (no, I'm not a Communist!) who receive special privileges
at the e xpense of other pilots.
a) If a limit must be placed on the
number of kites at a site during a
competition, then why not for normal
flying?
Are competitors the only
people entitled to safe flying conditions?
b) Sure, organisation would be a hassle
if flying was unrestricted, but as ~
fliers pay NSWHGA fees, then surely all
appropriately rated fliers should at
least be able to fly a site, even if
they can't join the competition that
they are helping to pay for!

Mr. Thorneywork, your advice has been
heeded, put into practice, and rejected as
a non-workable proposition; unless you are
the type of person who enjoys being used,
abused and stranded for hours on end. Hanggliding is not a spectator sport; it is a
personal experience and to expect a.non-flyer
to be in attendance is totally unfalr.
We
do notdismiss the fact that some women may
enjoy "organizing games for the kids and
barbecues for the flyers" etc.
We< only ask
that you recognize the fact that the majority
do not.
(The perpetrators of this letter did not
supply their names or address.
Editor.)

c) I feel that 99 % of pilots could be
trusted to give competitors the room
they need - and if the odd one percenter gets in the way - well, competitors
don't own the sky!
At sites rated H4 or 5 there is no great
problem - keen flyers would be in the competition anyway, but the closure of Stanwell
Park for the State Titles in March illustrates my point - not only will a great many H3
pilots be grounded, but they will be paying
for the privilege of watching someone else
enjoy the freedom of the sky.
It might only
be for a week, but that's a long time if
it's the only week it's "on" that month!!,
and anyway, the principle of grounding fellow
pilots stinks.
I can see two possible solutions to
these problems.

Fair go, NSWHGA I!
Editor,
There are two areas that concern me in
relation to the organization of competitions
by N.S.W.H.G.A. :
1.

2.

I gather (correct me if I'm wrong) that
a large proportion of NSWHGA funds are
spent on organising competitions, and
while these funds are raised from all
members, competitions seem to alwaYSbe restricted to H4 or 5 pilots.
Obviously, potential National Champions
will probably be H4 or 5, but that
does not justify not organising (less
formal?) competitions for pilots of
other ratings, who are keen to gain
competition experience or ~imply have
fun.

1.

Competitions should be organised to
accommodate casual fliers as well as
competitors.

2.

Competitions should be organised for
all fliers entitled to fly at the s~te
being used.
If competitions were to
be held at Hill 60, for example, H2,
3, 4, 5 pilots would be catered for.

I consider the implementation of one
of the above proposals to be a minimum requirement for NSWHGA to be fair to ~ its
members.
If the two could be combined, so
much the better.
Even if this were done,
organisers could still sidestep the issue
by holding meetings at H4 or 5 sites, leaving Hl, 2, 3 pilots little return for their
fees, but at least these pilots would be
able to fly their usual sites with freedom.

The practice of closing flying sites to
non-competitors is unacceptable.
Obviously, good reasons can be put forward
for this, such as:

Good luck, and safe flying,
David Julian, N.S.W.

a) Safety - the fewer kites in the air,
the safer it is.
b) Problems of organisation - crowding
of takeoff and landing areas.
c) "Casual" fliers interfering with
competitors.

(This Editor couldn't agree with you more!
Are there any comments from other Hl, 2, 3
pilots?
We would be only too happy to .
print any views which you may have on thlS,
or any other, issue.
Editor.)
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NSWHGA - Report of Activities
Hang Gliding Publications
Copies of the first three Dennis Pagen books
have now been received and are available for sale
at a C9st of $7.00 each or 3 books for $20.00 . Send
your money to NSWHGA now. Hang Flight Manuals are
also available, as shown on the membership appli cation
forms.
Audit
The 1979 books of account have now been audited. A
comprehensive audit was not possible because much
of the income and expenditure documentation, such
as receipts, could not be located. The 1980 books
are still with the auditor.

Sites
New height clearances have been granted in the
Stanwell Park area by Transport Australia, as a result
<if an application bv thf> Wollonqonq Hano ' Glidinq Club.
There is a height clearance of 1,500 ft from Garie
to Coledale and 3,000ft from Coledale on to Mt Kembla.
Than ks guys!

Accidents
The number of accident reports received by NSWHGA
has dropped off remarkably. I hope this is
because there have been no accidents ! Please send
in a report if you have, or witness, an accident.
Your mistakes could teach us all a lot and stop
someone else making the same mistake.

Bendemeer
Discussions are progressing on the opening of
this site for hang gliding. Unfortunately, the
site still remains closed. But, we are hopeful that
there may be some better news soon.
NSW Titles
Organization of the NSW Titles is proceeding on
Schedule. If you have not entered by the time you
receive this issue of Skysailor then, I'm afraid,
you've missed out. All entrants must be members of
NSWHGA. Looks like a great Titles coming up.
Additional T-shirts are being organized for the Titles
by the Stanwell Park Hang Glidi~g Club and will be
sold on the hill during the conpetition. Media
coverage of the competition has also been organized,
including a flypast by participants in the Schofields
Airshow. Sounds great! The presentation function
will be held at the Headlands Hotel.

warwick blair insurances
brokers and consultants
January 27, 1981.
This will confirm that we will donate
to the N.S.W. Hang Gliding Assoc. an amount
up to $100.00 for the purchase and inscription of a perpetual trophy to be presented
annually at the N.S.W.H . G.A. Championships
for outstanding sportsmanship during those
Championships.
We stress that each entrant should have an equal opportunity of
winning the Trophy.

Membership Application Forms
New membership application forms, incorporating
the new scale of fees, are now available from NSWHGA.
Please do not use the old forms as these are now
out of date.

We are also offering the following cash
prize money to the winner: the winner, in
addition to a fine trophy, will receive
from Warwick Blair Insurances the sum of
$100.00 cash; however, this prize money
will be increased to $500.00 cash if the
Winner has a Personal Accident Insurance
Policy with Warwick Blair Insurances.

Seminars
The seminar programme is to be continued this year.
See separate note in this issue of Skysailor . This
programme has not received as much support as we
would have liked. If attendances do not improve
for the next two seminars we may have to consider
discontinuing the programme.

Personal Accident policies are available
with a capital benefit of $10,000. and
weekly benefits of $100, $150, $200 or
$250 - with a minimum premium of $100.00
to apply in all cases.

Please support the seminars with your attendance.
They are one of the rare opportunities for hang
glider pilots to meet and discuss mutual problems
and experiences. They can teach us all an
enormous amount.

Good luck and safe flying to all contestants.
Warwick G. Blair

people who care - insure with blair
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Training
Cloudbase has now completely taken over the NSWHGA
Training School. I hear they have been holding some
really great Ground Schools before they take people
out to th e sand hills for their first go. And,
would you believe, 50% of all the beginners are
female! How do you do it, Ian?!

STOP PRESS

NEW FRONTIERS OPENED UP IN HANG GLIDIN~

An army, air force, defence force, or whatever
of hang gliders - new frontiers in Querilla
'
warf~re. The imagination boggles! -The ~
Mornlng Herald recently reported on an incident
which took place in Israeli airspace (controlled
or uncontrolled - I don't think it matters,
somehow). Two Palestinian guerillas are being
held by Israeli security forces after an
abortive raid in which they tried to fly from
southern Lebanon in motorised hang-gliders.

The Training Officer, Rob de Groot, together with
TAHGA Coaching Coordinator, Ian Jarmanm is
developing an instructor accreditation programme
for implementation, initially, in NSW and then,
hopefully, Australia wide. Th ey would be interested
in hearing from anyone involved in training. Seminars
will be organized to develop and discuss proposals
for an instructor accreditation programme which
have already been developed by Ian Jarman. Anyone
interested in assisting with this programme should
contact Rob de Groot or Ian Jarman at Cloudbase
on 6988584 .

One guerilla was apparently forced to land in
sou~he~n Le~a~o~ and was captured by Right-wing
Chrlstlan mllltla, who later handed him over to
the Israelis.
But the second, armed with a machine gun and
hand grenades, flew over western Galilee
before landing near an Arab village about
35 kilometres south of the border. '

NSWHGA would also like to compile a list of all those
pilots actively involved in training as we do not
have a current list of instructors to whom prospective
beginners can be referred. Please put your name on the
list by contacting Rob de Groot on 6988584 .. Who knows
- "it may mean that you get more students!

Security forces were alerted and captured him.
In Beirut, the Palestine Liberation Front
announced it had mounted the operation
describing the gliders as one of its air force
units.

1981 Convention
The 1981 Convention is now being organized and will
be held on the second weekend in June. Any members
wanting to raise matters for discussion at the
Convention should contact the NSWHGA Secretary,
Warwick Blair, on 922 6402 or by writing to
the usual address.

About a year ago, PLO guerillas tried to float
across the border in a hot air baloon. The
attempt failed.
The more frequent attempts to penetrate Israel
from the sea have fall en off recentl v because
of increased coastal patrols.
-

Safe Soaring
Olga White

The Israeli Chief of Staff, Lieutenant-General
Rafael [itan, said Palestinian hang-gliders did
not present a serious threat to Israel's defences.

ICLOUD88SEi

Obviously their organization was not the best.
But, could you imagine the possibilities of an
Australian Hang Gliding commando style strike
force. Why with our organization we could
probably even give Dad's Army a run for its money.
Any volunteers.

hang gliding centre
~ flight
school
SALES:

Dealers (or HOYES DELTA GLIDERS . . . offering

models (at fac t ory pc ices)
to

from begin ner

the ne w MEGA 3.

'Report from our intrepid reporter, Olg'a White,
on assignment, where it's all happening, in .... '
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get it. All gliders sold are inspected and
test flown before sale.
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arc looking (or kites that sui t them.
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The 1981 Membership Application forms are
now available from
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P. O. Box 121,
Sutherland, N.S.W. 2232
PLEASE do not continue to use the 1980
forms as they are out of date and the fees
are wrong.
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Safe t y Report

~~

~~

To all N.S.W. Safety Officers

Incorrect

"

Well I have been elected (no one else
stood for the position) again this year to
be your voice on the Executive Committee .
I hope to be able to keep you up to
date on everything that is going on in the
area of safety through Skysailor, as this
saves postage.

Correct

Accident reports are being sent in
regularly.
Keep up this good reporting
as it helps us all to know more about flyi ng .

Active Safety Officers

As can be seen from the attached list
of Safety Officers still active, most are
from the Sydney, Newcastle and Wollongong
areas.
What we need are some willing
workers from other centres to help make the
rating system work.

Robert Silver
Rick Duncan
Shane Duncan
Christopher McDonald
Leon Arena
Stewart Kenworthy
Paul Moll i nson
Kelvin Smith
Bruce White
Peter Hanson
Paul Hough
Ian Usher
Tony Linn

H4
H4
H4
H5
H4
H5
H5
H5
H4
H4
H4
H3
H4

Glen Woodward
Ken Grieves
Martin Yeomans
Robert Wilcox
Wayne Collison
Chris Rollings
John Walmsley
Emil Kiemens
Steven Moyes
Simon Leslie
Rod Stevens

H4
H4
H3
H4
H4
H4
H5
H3
H4
H4
H4

See how easy it is to become all
powerful.

Peter South
Steve Conley

H4
H4

Safety Hints

Dennis Cummings
Craig Worth

H5
H4

Ian Jarman
Tony Chandler
Marsha Leeman

H4
H4
H4

Rick Martin
Kieran Tapsell

H4
H4

Roy Salter

H5

Richard Pavett

H4

Pau 1 Benveni ste

H4

Greg Tanner
Dennis White
Phi 1 Thompson
Ray Firth
Phil Mathewson
Steve Hagney

H3
H3
H4
H4
H4
H4

Chris Pacey
Vivian Weatherall

H3
H4

All you have to do is send me written
answers to all the priority questions up to
the rating for which you are applying as
well as written answers to all the questions
for that rating.
A member applying to become a Hang IV
Safety Officer, for example, must supply
written answers to all the priority questions for Hang I, II and III plus written
answers to all the Hang IV questions. This
method of Safety Officer examination will
apply only to fliers outside the Sydney,
Newcastle and Wollongong areas.
Hopefully,
it will give us a wider spread of Safety
Officers and help overcome some of the
difficulties being experienced by some
fliers in obtaining ratings.

There are a lot of people who think
that just because a site is large they do
not have to watch where they are going.
When you are flying a site just have a
think about the people for whom you may be
creating a wake.
This unpleasant feeling
can be avoided by flying over the ridge not
in front of it.
I have seen one potentially fatal accident where a glider close to the top of the
ridge was spun into the bushes behind the
ridge by a person flying too far ~ut from
the ridge.
So, when you are flYlng keep
an eye. out for the people for whom your
kite may be creating a wake.
This is probably a little early, but I
will definitely not be standing next year.
So, think about it - you might like to be
N.S.W. Safety Co-ordinator.
Rod Stevens
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Sydney
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Newcastle
Newcastle
Dapto
Newcas tl e
Newcastle
Newcastle
Sydney
Sydney
Sydney
Sydney
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Sydney
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Sydney
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vvarwick blair insurances
brokers and consultants
Suite 505 , 104-108 Mount Street, NORTH SYDNEY . 2060. Telephone 922-6402
Correspondence : P.O. Box 483 , NORTH SYDNEY , N.S.W. , 2060.

PERSONAL ACCIDENT PROPOSAL FORM
Name in Full:
Address:
Age:

TAHGA Membership No.:

Occupation/Profession:
Duties Performed:
Employer's Name & Address:
Have you previously suffered injury through accident?
If Yes, state period of incapacity and give brief details:

Are you presently suffering from an injury or physical disability?
If yes, give full details:

Which of the following Plans do you wish to be insured under?:
A
$10,000.00

$100.00 per week

C
$100.00.

$10,000.00

$150.00 per week

$150.00.

$10,000.00

$200.00 per week

$200.00.

$10,000.00

$250.00 per week

$250.00.

A:
S:
C:
D:

B

D

Death &/or Permanent Total Disablement,
Temporary Total Disablement,
Total Annual Premium Payable,
Indica:te here which Plan you require.

Date:

Signature:

FORWARD THIS FORM AND YOUR CHEQUE FOR THE APPROPRIATE PREMIUM TO:
WARWICK BLAIR INSURANCES, P .O. BOX 483., NORTH SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2060.

people who care - insure with blair
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I thought Bruce's description of my
crash (in January, 1975) was a bit sketchy.
It was true that it occurred a mile from
takeoff on Fraser Island and it was a situation of too much too soon.
And, now for
something completely serious: a little
knowledge in Hang Gliding can be ~ dangerous .
I crashed severely on (thank God)
sand.

The Nosepick Replies
Bruce White is

exposed~

Once upon a time this little rosebud
from Heaven first graced the White family
by his presence.
Bruce was brought up in (by) delightful
downtown Doonside.
He was exposed to
heavily urbanized country and a neighbourhood that included Darcy Dugan and the
Doonside Derro.
This no doubt explains the
delay of several years before Bruce started
flying kites.

A funny thing happened when I finally
reached hospital at Maryborough.
This
town's Wild Youth are heavily int o fast
bikes.
It was assumed by the Casualty
Sister when I presented myself with a
neatly broken left femur, that I did it
going flat strap on my Harley.
Consider
the following:
Casualty Sister: (yawning) Where did you
crash?
Patient: (deleriously) On Fraser.
C.S.: How fast were you going?
P: Oh, about 40.
C.S.: What kind of bike?
P: Well, it wasn't a bike, it was a kite.
C.S.: (giggling) What!
Did you trip
over the string?

I was thrilled to see you at Buffalo,
Bruce.
I simply had to extract the secret
to your stunning physique.
So I am proud, dear readers, to expose
the Bruce White Formula to Good Health and
Better Living:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Get a job with the Public Service.
Eat lashes of rashers of baco~ three
times daily.
Do something strenuous like Hang
Gliding on weekends.

The distal fragment poked me up the
bum as I began to convulse.

Buffalo was a blast, wasn ' t it mate.
I'm sure everyone got their 360 quota for
the week.

I thought the January cover of Skysailor was a classic.
Who's responsible?
Also when are you going to print the solution to Val's crossword?
Your friend,
The Flying Nosepick.

One experience that's rigidly implanted was shared with Craig's lovely lady and
her 3 kids, and an expatriate seppo, Ron
Foss.
It was a very hot day and Ron and I
had landed earlier and closer to Buffalo
than we had wished.
We badly needed a
swim in the Buckland Valley waterhole. We
had almost reached our destination when we
were startled to a screeching half at the
sight of a 6 foot black snake sliding across
the road,
All occupants inside Craig's
new 4WD were wide eyed and agog at this
large legless reptile's complete disregard
for our presence.

(You mean you didn't like our colour cover?!
So, send us a better one!
As for the crossword - it has been unanimously decreed by
the HGFA/TAHGA Executive that those who
couldn't work out the answers for themselves
will have to go back to the beginners'
slopes and get their ratings allover again!
Editor.)

As I examined the creature more critically, I came to realise he was a particularly odd animal.
Firstly, he didn't
wriggle, as is a snake's inclination. He
just kind of slowly ambulated across the road
in a straight line.
Secondly, his skin was
in sad shape.
It was all ragged and mouldy,
and peeling off - he was a very scruffy .
snake.
Third, he had a head injury as
through he had recently tangled with a Dunlop
tyre.

DENNIS PAGEN BOOKS

* Hang Gliding and Flying Skills
* Flying Conditions: Micrometeorology
for Pilots
* Hang Gliding for Advanced Pilots
NOW AVAILABLE!

He slithered up t t wards a large bush on
the side of the road.
Six amazed humans
were rivetted to attention by this peculiar
reptillian behaviour.
God, our noses 'Nere
steaming up the windows of the car.

$7.00 each or 3 books for $20 . 00
Send your money to:
The Sec re ta ry
NSWHGA
PO Box 121
SUTHERLAND NSW

Then these children appeared from behind the bush.
They were in hysterics.
You see - they had a very dead black snake
on the end of a fishing line!

2232

BE EARLY AVOID THE RUSH!
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warwick blair insurances
brokers and consultants
Suite 505, 104-108 Mount Street , NORTH SYDNEY. 2060. Telephone 922-6402
Correspondence: P.O. Box 483, NORTH SYDNEY. N.S.w., 2060.

exclusive personal accident insurance
from TAHGA's brokers
POLICY INCLUDES
*Lloyds policy wordings, World wide cover
*24 Hour cover , not just hang gliding
(excluding workers comp o claims)
*Full Hang Gliding Cover , including
competition flying.
*Weekly benefit period - one year
*Limited Medi cal Expense Cover
*Weekly benefit claims limited to 80%
of in come .

PLEASE COMPLETE THE PROPOSAL FORM
COMPLEMENTARY TO THIS ISSUE AND
FORWARD IT TO OUR ABOVE OFFICE

O

DO AS 1 .ay,

a. I' do: A
S,dn.y .
in'Ul'Gnc.
I.
fee lin,'
broker
Iheepilh .. well ••
101. this w"',
.A
hang ,Ii ding enthuli.
ast, he ' broke both
arnu in • recent
prang. YOII
. .t

,_ed

it . . . h. dOOlA"
'have . • . penonal in.
jury policy.

*Risk attaches on dispatch of Proposal
and Premium.

people who care - insure with blair
system has been perfected .
Yes, the
Napalm Induced Thermal unit which fits
snuggly onto the "A" frame uprights is
guaranteed to create thermals of at least
8,000 fpm, a very handy unit when that long
distance record seems just too far away. A
word of caution though, the napalm capsules
must not be released below 600 feet A.G.L.
Atmospheric temperatures at this height, 0
after the explosion, may reach up to 1200 C
and obviously you risk damaging your portable air cooled 6 PAK "tinny" cooler (operation of N.I.T. below 600 feet voids
warranty on cooler unit).
I'm sure you
will realize by now the long distance potential of theSKYED OUT series of kites,
especially our MK III deluxe in which we
have completely eliminated wing tip vortices at all angles of attack by simply removing the wing tips from all our series 3
gliders.

IMPORTANT NEWS FROM "CONAIR" ENTERPRISES
Thadius Q. Kattle in association with
his mother, well known inventor of the
singlet with a hip pocket takes great pride
in announcing that production of the SKYED
OUT MK II and MK III series of super gliders
is now in full swing.
Yes folks, at last you too can own an
ultra-modern glider built by one of the most
respected firms in Australia today.
Our
SKYED OUT MK II which retails for $2,997.50
(sailcloth not included) and our deluxe MK
III model for a mere $6,700 offers the adva~ced pilot not only the best glider of
thlS era but also a host of extras which our
compet~tors neglect.
Such items as a portable alr cooled 6 PAK "tinny" cooler which
can be mounted on the side flying wire in
only 30 seconds ~, our new updated snap
mount asht~ay with automatic butt disposal
and a 3 aX1S Century IV B auto-pilot are
but 3 items I can name.

With all sales of the SKYED OUT MK III
we will be giving away 1 doz. 23 oz. spray
pack cans of MA KATTLES famous lifting compound for those days when ridge lift is a
little too light.

We here at "CONAIR" take pride in our
exclusive safety systems developed over the
past 3.years by our 16 highly experienced
test pllots - God rest their souls. After
all, if you the customer gets killed we
lose business.

If you're interested in further details
please send $12 . 50 to "CONAIR" P.O. Box 25,
Suckers Corner, N.S.W ., and we will send
you our information leaflet and a complimentary bumper sticker "HANG GLIDER PILOTS DO IT
LOW AND SLOW", or just send $20.00 and we
won't.
Thadius Kattle

And now a few words about a revolutdevice which I designed for the
~hat long distance thermalling
fllght ln mlnd.
At long last the N.I.T.
i~nary ~ew
Pl~ot w~th
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AN AMAZING FLIGHT II

By Ewen Fagan
me.
I felt like God, but not invincible,
keeping a wary eye out for inattentive
Cessnas .

There was a warm, clear sky at Bells
beach on Sunday, 1st February, and on the
ground a light easterly was blowing.
The
surface wind picked up soon after at Bells.
However, at 1000 ft the windspeed was about
25 knots, an unusually strong wind gradient.
The skies were full, a good time being had
by all ... 1100-1200 ft attainable at Addis.

At thi s stage I decided a mindblowing
run down toward LORNE would be in order .
But imagine my chagrin when having just
left the town I encountered turbulence and
started losing height.
I noticed also
that the air was much colder and the wind
lines on the sea were no more.
I still
thought I'd pick up lift off the dunes
further down - but there was no wind, and
after a 5 km glide - back on the deck at
Urquarts Bluff.
The total distance was
15 km, not counting the 5 km to Jan Juc.

Klaus (Steiglebauer) and I flew effortlessly to Jan Juc and back, penetrating ihe
headwind easily in our EFs; the EF6 doing
so a little be~ter despite the heavier Klaus
in his 40-footer.
After a couple of hours I decided a
run down the coast would round off the day
nicely.
I worked up 1100 ft at Addis and
cut across country toward the on-top area
at Eumeralla; arriving easily and losing
only 300 ft.
I continued down the coast
climbing slowly, reaching 900 ft at the
bowl.
I now expected to lose hei,ght until
I reached the easterly cliffs of Pt. Roadknight but instead kept going up.
I
arrived at the river with an amazing 1200
ft altitude and climbing. "Bugger the
cliffs", I thought. "I'll hang around
here!" (No pun intended!)
It didn't seem
to matter where I flew, I still went up.
A giant slow thermal from the town, perhaps?
I. fl ew allover the townshi p (Angl eseai,
flnally topping out at 2000 ft.
It was
damp and misty with occasional puffs of dense
cloud passing a couple of hundred feet below

On reflection, I think I now understand where the lift came from.
The
easterly wind was warm and blowing at about
20-25 knots .
West of Anglesea there was
very little wind and the air was cold. The
fast-moving warm air must have been at a
lower pressure than the still, cold air
(Bernoulli's equation) .
The two masses
must therefore move together.
The cold air would tend to wedge under
the warmer, less dense air forcing it up.
So next easterly; off to Bells and
hope to crack it again.
This time with a
vario to explore the lift area properly!

NO
WIND
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PRESENTS:

CALIFORNIA SURVIVAL KIT
For pilots contemplating the Owens Valley
Circuit.

Of course if you have organised someIt
one to meet you, everything's rosy.
can't be stressed enough that you should
have something organised, plus contingency
plans before you step on that aeroplane .

Foreword
Upon reaching California, much will be
instantly familiar.
From the vaulting
arches at Los Angeles International Airport
(L.A.X.) to the palm trees.
And of course
you were prepared for the brown tint of the
sky and cars that zoom on the wrong side of
the road.
Australia is so Americanized
that it won't be difficult to settle into
Californian existence.
But Los Angeles is
something of a cancer that other Californians deplore and, although it has the highest population concentration in the State,
you should not judge the rest of California
on first impressions.
Certainly you should
spend some time visiting Disneyland, the
Bennett Factory (are they the same thing~?)
and what might be loosely described as the
city centre.

There's nothing worse than sitting on
a baggage trolley at L.A.X. anticipating a
night in a Long Beach flophouse and not
knowing how you're going to get your glider
and get out of that smog.
Transport
Greyhound don't carry gliders, and
they don't ferry at hang gliding sites.
You're going to have to have a car. Preferably, you're going to share a car, because
petrol (gas) prices are escalating in the
U.S. also.
Some Australians who make the trip
every year maintain a vehicle in the U.S.,
and if you are part of that group, you may
be able to take advantage of that.
Not
everyone is so fortunate .

But when you finally start to choke at
every breath and are seeing freeways in your
dreams, take one out of L.A. and don't look
back.

Large Station Wagons can be bought
cheaply at many used-car dealerships. They
sometimes have everything from electric
windows to pneumatic door locks, but they
chew up a great deal of gas.
Breakdowns
are very expensive.
If your trip is short,
then they're probably a good deal.
More
than two months will probably wear out the
sawdust in the gearbox.
But you can sleep
in the back at a pinch, and they'll carry
all the gear without having to pack neatly
every day.

Orientation
If this is your first trip, then you
would be well advised to have someone meet
you at the airport and to get all the details of kite transport totally straightened out in Australia.
If you have contacts, it's possible to ship the glider as
baggage.
If not, you'll have to airfreight
it.
The advantage of airfreight is the
ability to leave it in storage till ready.
The disadvantage is cost.
Expect to pay
more than $5 per kilo.

If you are lucky you may pick up an
old Chevy van or Combi (mini-bus) which
represents the ideal if you are mechanically
inclined and don't mind nursing it along.

If you haven't got transport arranged
in L.A. then you'll probably have to freight
unless you are confident of talking the
baggage people into storing it at L.A.
It
can be done.
Just look pathetic.
In this
case, you're probably going to buy, rent or
borrow a car.
See the next section.

Fortunately you don't have to be able
to sleep in the car, so a smaller vehicle
such as a VW bug can still be viable for
two people.
For short, expensive stays, camper vans
can be hired.
But expect to pay about
$l200/month for a Transit Van sized vehicle
that will sleep 4 friendlies.
They usually
have no place to put gliders, and the ropes
you use to tie them on the roof may cause
scratches that will cost you your deposit.

But how to get out of L.A.X?
Despite
all-too-frequent muggings, the R.T.D . bus
will whisk you to any high class hotel in
L.A.
It's last stop will be the filthy,
dangerous and depressing L.A. Central Greyhound Depot, where it's possible to catch
a bus to almost any point in the U.S. on a
Greyhound can get you to
main route.
Elsinore if you're prepared to wait - where
if nothing else you can probably dig up information on second hand cars if everything
has turned out lousy (your ride didn't turn
up and your glider is sitting on top of a
baggage clerk's filing cabinet at L.A.X. don't laugh, it's happened~).

Roof Racks
I mention these because in the U.S.
autoshop racks are lousy.
To get a decent
strong rack, go to U.P. in Temecula and
they'll sell you some really strong roof
mounts - and enough bolts and (scrap) tubing to build anything you want.
They will
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Bishop
Head north on Hwy. 6 out of
Bishop past the eastward turn for about a
mile.
Just before it swings back north,
there's a bridge.
Just before the bridge
there's a gat e in the fence on your right.
Enter (and close) the gate and continue till
you find some gras sy spots by the creek.
The camping and fishing are fine.
Toilet
facilities: there are public toilets in the
city park and in the morning before breakfast you can use the s howers in the swimming
pool at a reduced charge if you're a hangle.

drill the tube for you if you look helpless
enough.
Other H. G. shops also sell the
roof mounts, but it's doubtful whether you'll
get the rest.
Expect to pay about $40 at
U. P.

Accommodation
It rains so seldom in Southern California in spring and summer that you should
let the site be your hotel.
There's usually
somewhere a tent or car will be inconspicuous - and toilet and washing facilities can
Take a light tent, an air
be improvised .
matress and a good sleeping bag.
It can
still get cool at night in the mountains.
You can pick up a foam cooler, a camping
gas stove and pan set cheaply at a sporting
goods store in L. A.
Here's how to survive
at a few of the major sites:

Either cook your own food or visit the
"Copper Kettle" for their $1.95 2 ranch egg
special for breakfast.
Wash it down with
a bottomless coffee.
For a great evening meal, try "Huck
Finn's" and their "all you can pile on your
plate" salad bar for $2.50, refills 80¢.
There's bacon in some salads, so let that be
your meat.
Avoid the spaghetti like poison.

.
Lake Elsinore (day trips to Crestline,
Hldden Valley & Siboba)
Camp in the olive
grov~ behind the landing area, or in the
landlng area itself - toilet facilities:
sneak down to the State Park after nightfall for hot showers on weekdays, or go
to the rock pools in the Ortegas with some
other pilots after you land.
Use the olive
grove if caught short in the morning. The
Ortega Oaks Supermarket sells everything you
could possibly need in foodstuffs , beer,
h~ts a~d personal requirements, and it's a
mlnute s walk from the landing area.

It

is~

Food and Drink
Meat is no cheaper in California, nor
are groceries.
The cheapest way to eat is
to cook your own, as always.
And what is
available needs no introduction from me.
You may find yourself invited to share expenses with other pilots .
Take advantage
of this.
You will probably end up having
"Burritos", which is refried beans, cheese,
lettuce, onions and tomatoes all wrapped in
a flour tortilla, and I guar~ntee a fragrant
aftermath.
The main difficulty is food storage .
If you are willing to keep buying ice for
your cooler, then o.k., but forget once,
and the summer sun will leave you with a
mass of melted margarine and decaying vegies
while you fly.
Thus the advantage of
communal buying and rapid consumption.

Torrey Pines
Sleep in your car at
the site, or pitch a tent in the trees down
behind the airstrip. Toilet facilities :
put on a pair of shorts and runners and with
a confident smile, stroll into the locker
roo~ in the sports complex of U.C.S.D. just
a mlle south of Torrey Pines.
The showers
are behind the tennis courts.
It is best
done in the evening after flying.
You will
be one of hundreds.
There were no toilets
on site in 1980, but there should be some by
1981.
You are miles from a supermarket at
Tor~ey Pines and you will probably find it
eaSler to eat "out".
Try LaJolla ' s mexican food .

Of course you must sample Mexican food
as the Cal i forni ans cook it .
I wi 11 .1 eave
you to discover the delights of enchiladas,
chile renelo etc . . . . for yourself.
Inevitably you will be hungry and desperate and blunder gasping into a McDonald's
crying: "Two all-beef-patties-onionspickles-lettuce-and-special-sauce-on-asesame-seed-bun please".
aut, don ' t think
just because you're in America it will be
any better .
Take it from Wings, it's just
as bland in L.A. as in Sydney, Dublin,
London or Paris .
The only difference is
that for convenience, you can breakfast on
an "Egg-McMuffi n" with hash browns from 7
a.m. on at Ronald Mac-you-know-who's in
America .

Big Black Mountain
There is a delightful camping spot at Big Black Mountain,
but the farmer doesn't like you using it .
However, he'll never know if you sneak in
about 10.30 at night and out by 10.30 am .·
Just go into the landing area and follow
the road up the canyon till you get to a
stream, with a rock pool.
Camp there.
Toilets exist in the landing area courtesy
of U.F.O.
Watch out for poison oak
(three leaf sprays) round the rock pool.

If you must eat hamburgers (and eventually you probably must), the best value is
probably the "Burger King" chain.
Try
ordering a side order of battered onion
rings, it's a pleasant e xperience .
This
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Continued from 27
tip may
ask for
is what
charge.

A Word on the People
Don't for a minute think that the
pilots you'll meet at Elsinore on a Thursday are typical Californians.
What they
are. are full time hang-glider pilots.
You'll meet the Joe average on a Saturday
and Sunday looking as proud of his shiny
glider as you are of yours on weekends at
Portsea. Stanwell Park or wherever.

not make you popular. but always
soft drink without ice or half ice
you'll get.
There'll be no extra
but you'll get unthirsty quicker.

The Diner is an American tradition.
whether itli""epart of a chai n. or "Kays
Diner" in downtown Coldwater.

But atypical or not. they're an easy
bunch to get to know. and if taken with a
grain of salt now and then. can be useful
information sources.
Don't forget that
being local doesn't necessarily mean being
right. (E.g. " local " pilots at Mt . Buffalo
who advise against flying. then fly themselves. in the most turbulent air; see
Skysai1or).
You will soon find out who is
sounding off and who is reliable.

I n genera 1 they're not good va 1 ue . It
is mostly plastic food.
But for breakfast
they are to be recommended.
The omelette
has reached the status of an art form. and
you may well feel afterwards that you won't
be needing lunch.
If you buy coffee. the
cup is bottomless. that is. it is kept full
at no extra charge.
Tea is a disaster.
You will be given a metal pot of hot water.
a tea bag and a piece of lemon.
Ask for
milk and you are considered odd.

Don't expect a social whirl.
You may
strike it lucky. but it is unusual to do so
hanging around with hangies whose idea of a
party is to drown themselves in Lucky Lager.
get stoned and talk about hang gliding folk
lore.

There are exceptions. but you will get
what you pay for at a diner.
A $2.00 compromise is still a compromise. and remember
to tip about 10-15%.

Don't expect special treatment because
you're an Aussie. They think you're Canadian
anyway. or British. New Zealand .....
ad infinitum.

Tipping isn't necessary at McDonald's.
)r indeed any "minimal service" establishnent. but is expected at any restaurant or
diner where you are given personal service.

And don't expect to do better than the
experts. You may do as well at times. But
it's their territory. so don't be disappointed
when in the long run. the experts are above
and ahead of you.

What Aussie could go to America and
not be tempted to show his prowess at beer
drinking.
Every supermarket sells beer.
You can even get Fosters in 26 oz. cans at
some liquor stores.
If you're drinking
cheap. then there's usually one brand of
beer on promotion at a ridiculously low
price.
In 1980 i t was "Lucky Lager".
which if nothing else. stayed down and kept
you amused doing the cryptic puzzles in the
caps.
Don't try to use a bottle opener on
U.S. stubbies.
The caps may look garden
variety. but they actually unscrew~

NSWHGA

Calendar

7.30 p.m .• Friday. 2.0 March. Sports
House.
"Competition Flying"
The speaker will be Steve Moyes.
You could say he is a well-known
competition flier!
A couple of movies will be shown
afterwards and light refreshments
wi 11 be served.

Amongst the popular beers you'll
probably enjoy Coors. Budweiser. Car~sberg
and Olympia. but that's only scratchlng the
surface.
Enjoy~
Small sleazy bars are California's
forte.
And it's here you can sample
simple and exotic cocktails.
But be warned
that these can sneak up on you real fast
and they're not cheap.
But. like your
first 360. they've got to be tried~

Seminar
7.30 p.m .• Friday. 10 April. Sport's
House.
Transport Australia (formerly D.O.T.)
and hang gliding.
The speaker will be Dave Twyford
from Transport Australia.
Bring
along all those questions you
always wanted to ask~
No lynching will be allowed but a
couple of movies will be shown
afterwarqs and light refreshments
wi 11 be served.

(This is a little extra on drugs. Tune
out. mum.
Pot is easy to get.
Nobody
thinks anything of smoking pot.
Hard drugs
are less obvious and very low profile.
But the mixture of drugs and flying is
curious.
Nobody spaces out before flying
thermals. but at coastal sites it is a
different story and stoned fliers fill the
skies. especially at one popular southern
site.
I won't comment on how safe that may
or may not be. but be warned~)
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ESSENTIALS FOR FLYING THE 1981 OWENS VALLEY CROSS-COUNTRY COMPETITION
Clothes you ' ll have to wear
- Mittens (NOT GLOVES)
- Thermal underwear
- Balaclava
- Good parka/pants combinations
or ski suit
- Shirt, two pairs of thick socks,
boots

(This list owes much to S. Moyes, who
kindly sent an invaluable list of necessities to all the entrants in the 1980 X-C
comps.)
Firstly, the
SURVIVAL KIT
- whistle
- compass
- dried food
- knife
- hat
- space blanket
- sunscreen
- matches
ointment
- mirror
water (a quart)
- piece of clear
plastic (solar still)

Practise flying with all the gear,
exc:pt perhaps the hot clothing at
Elsl~ore.
Get used to using your oxygen
a~d lnstruments~ especially whilst wearing
mlttens.
Gettlng the set-up (especially
t~e C.B. and Ox) to work first flight at
B1Shop may well cost you precious points.
Remember, freezing level can be as
low as 11 ,000 ft.
You will be flying up
to 18,000 ft.!
Good luck!

Equipment you'll need on your glider
- CB radio (SW with trailing antenna)
- oxygen (hire at Southern Californian
Schoo 1 )
- (Water bottle),
(
- Instruments (with spare battery)

BELOW IS A DIAGRAM OF THE SITE OF THE OWENS VALLEY CROSS-COUNTRY
COMPETITION. See SKYSAILOR, September 1980 for a description of
last year's competition by John Reynoldson.
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PERILOUS PARACHUTING PITFALLS
Once upon a time there was a hang
glider enthusiast by the name of Mike Macho.
M.M. had a real beaut hang glider which he
loved.
He fixed it when it got broken,
washed it when it got dirty and caressed
it when he got horny.
M.M. also had a
parachute.
M.M. was glad that he had a
parachute, because it was so useful.
He
could sit on it when the ground was wet.
It softened the blow when he landed still
in prone.
It soaked up the mess when the
1awnmower petrol spilt in the boot of his
car .
M.M. was really glad he had a parachute.
So glad, in fact, that he didn't
want to upset its careful creases by getting it inspected and repacked.

Then, one dark and dismal day, Mike
broke his kite.
At 400 feet.
But he
knew he would be OK; he had his parachute~
So out it went~
Yippee, great, - ooh shit, pooh, bugger.
It didn't work.
Wot
a bummer~
'Cause by the time it fully
deployed after being packed for a year or
two, the bits that were left (where the
mildew and oil hadn't got to it) couldn't
slow poor M.M. down to much less than a
screaming plummet.
Poor Mike Macho, he
probably figured he'd been sold a dud.

Scared?
You should be...
if your chute fabric
- like Ugly's sheetis not certified!
It could let you down
when you least expect it.
We only use certified
FIll material in our
back-up chutes.
Ask for our test certificate.
(Ugly just didn't think
it mattered!)

But for those of you who've been reading carefully, there's a moral to our tale.
So remember:
- If it's a choice between your bum and
your parachute getting wet, bums dry quicker.
- Wettex, etc. are much better at
absorbing dirt, oil, petrol, ammonia, etc.
than parachutes, and they're cheaper to
replace.

BACK-UP CHUTE

complete ... $320

- If you go swimming with your parachute, rinse it thoroughly and promptly in
fresh water afterwards.
- Inspect, air and repack your parachute every 90 days, or earlier if you've
given it a hard time.
This is the standard
procedure for sport reserve parachutes.
Lastly, remember the famous words of
Captain Charles W. Purcell, a man renowned
in history for the depth of his logical
extension on the consequences of gravity.
"Its the last inch that hurts."

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA rn:
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211·5555

..

Penelope P. Packer
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NEW SOUTH WALES

(continued)

$450
SMALL SYTREK BANDIT
New A Frame, good condition .
Minimum Ratin~ III
Dave Julian ( 2)786-495(A.H.)

TAHGA' 5

MARKET PLACE.

WEDGETAIL I I
$900
175 sq. ft., brand new,
green with rainbow panels .
Minimum Ratin III
Steve Conley02)236-2227(B.H.)
(042)942-545 (A.H.)

r

VICTORIA
ICARUS V
Kit from Free Flight
Systems of U.S.A. Complete
with preformed fittings,
annodized tubing, fabric,
etc. Easy to follow building instructions.
No minimum rating required
Ken Hess (03)857-6775

,

III
A. c. T.

MOYES STINGRAY
$500 ono
215 sq.ft., 1980 model,
quick set up, multicoloured; full length zip
bag, together with P.A.
prone harness. All in
good condition.
Suit
beginner and up .
No Minimum Rating Required
Terry Simons (062)66-4l41(B.H.)
(062)81-2337(A.H.)

VK-4 BLUE STRATOS
Great condition: blue
sail, white bird,
latest design, wires
coated with extra para
rigging, deluxe bag,
agent's own kit.
Minimum Rating II
Ron (03)288-2803(A.H.) ·
(03)699-7755(B.H.)

$350

MOYES REDTAIL
$500 ono
12 months old, excellent condition, quick set
up system, owned since
new. Gold with blue
leading edge.
No Minimum Rating Re~uired
Steve Manchester (02 419-2680(A.H.)
(02)211-4366(B . H.)

QUEENSLAND

MOYES MAXI MK.III
$350 ono
Excellent condition.
Blue/yellow/red sail.
Just been 'servi ced' .
Minimum Rating II
Suit learner.
Nick E1eini (02)982-4057(A.H.)
MOYES MAXI MK.III
Quick set up, excellent
condition.
Minimum Rating II
Bob Barnes (065)540-416

Sacrificed at
$950

ONE CONVERSION KIT FOR COASTAL Only $430 ono
PILOTS INTENDING TO FLY INLAND
Will
Comprising:Sepa ra te
One BENNETT B.U.S.Mk.II
(the big one!) complete
with zip-on P.A. PRONE
HARNESS. This 26 ft.
parachute professionally
repacked last season.
One HUMMINGBIRD AUDIO
VISUAL VARIO with THOMMEN
ALTIMETER attached.
Must sell to pay air
ambulance fees.
Martin Pearce (03)736-1740.

NEW SOUTH WALES
MOYES MAXI
Good condition, flies well.
Cheap.
Minimum Rating II
Neil (02)406-4764

$875

MOYES MAXI III
$750 ono
Quick set up. Only 15 hours
airtime. New 1/80. Stored
out of weather .
dcu1ate
condition.
Minimum Rating II
Peter Holloway (07)377-2387(B.H.)
(07)370-9593(A.H . )

$700

BANDIT 180
Almost new.
Minimum Rating III
R. Henni g (071) 29-7283
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$975

PHIL MATHEWSON
WINS AUSTRALIAN NATIONALS
FLYING A MEGA 3
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1st

MEGA3

2nd

MEGA 2

2nd

MEGA 3

3rd

MEGA 3

5th
6th
7th
8th
9th

EF 5
MEGA3
MEGA 2
MEGA 2
MEGA 3

PHIL MATHEWSON
was completely unbeatable
RON FOSS
the American that proved strong
STEVIE STANWELL
comes back with a vengeance
IAN JARMAN
consistently outflew all opponents
JOHN RENOLDSON
RICK DUNCAN
BERNIE BEER
ROD WHITE
ROB DE GROOT

The Mt. Buffalo Nationals had extremely light conditions and
showed the MEGA 2 to have a sink rate in the small thermals
that was matched by only the MEGA 3 pilots. Every open
distance.day was won by MEGA 3's, with the longest flight
of the meet, of 85km, flown by Steven Gilmore in the short
time of 3 hours.
Question
Why were eight of the top 10 pilots flying Moyes Gliders?
(al It must be Moyes magic
(bl All the best pilots prefer to fly Moyes Gliders
(cl Moyes gliders have an extremely good sink rate
dnd a better glide angle.
(dl Bill Moyes has been designing gliders for 15
years
(el All of the above
The new MEGA 2's with swivel cross bars, are the rage at
Stanwell because of their super light handling.
The MEGA 3 's are the new high performance toy that makes
gaps smaller. You have fun pulling up alongside someone,
wave, ease over the bar and leave them behind.

We have spent countless hours doing performance
comparisons and racing at Stanwell with Steven Gilmore to
bring to you a light handling easy to rly glider that will
perform better than you ever imaginpd possible.
MEGA 2
Leading
Edge
Keel
Area
Span
Price

MEGA 3

MEGA 2
19'

MEGA 3
19'4"

8'4"
172 sq.ft
32'6"
51150.00

r/2"
171 sq.ft

BIG MEGA
19'

9'8 "
200 sq . ft
32'9"
(" 34 '
S1299.00
S12!30.00

The MEGA 2 has been certified under the \( SHG,A
Manufacturers Certification Standards-: The ~ A 3 aDd
the Big Mega have still to undergo th e stringent tests
required for certification .

